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Texting Women! Texting attraction tricks that works in minutes!* * *LIMITED TIME OFFER! 50%
OFF! (Regular Price $5.99) * * *â˜…â˜…â˜…FREE Gift Offer Iside of Your Bookâ˜…â˜…â˜…Most
men will agree that making a first move with beautyfull woman can be really togh. In such situations
most guys bocome confused and don't know how to attract the girl they like. They are afraid to act,
do not know what to say, afraid of looking awkward, afraid to be rejected etc. This ultimate texting
guide will help you to solve this problem forever.After reading this book and applying all described
tips, we guarantee that you will become a master of hiting on and texting with girls. There will be no
more problem for you to make woman interested, seduce her and make her looking forward to each
of your messages.What you will learn from this book:â€¢ Smart ways how to get her numberâ€¢
Getting on her radar with those first textsâ€¢ Turning the tables with your confidence and making her
laughâ€¢ Moving it to the next level with some flirty textsâ€¢ How to handle this first phone call to not
leave it feeling awkwardâ€¢ Post-date texting guideâ€¢ Things that you should NEVER DO in
texting5 reasons to buy this book:â€¢ You will improve your knowlege of girl's psyhology â€¢ You will
learn what girls want to hear from your thumbs, and what they definitely don't want to hearâ€¢ You
will feel more confident interacting with girlsâ€¢ You will improve your social skillsâ€¢ You will be
happy with those feeling of confidence and loosenesâ€¢ Your sex life will become incomparably
richer100% Money-Back Guarantee!If you read this book and feel that it didn't help you, simply click
one button within 7 days and will return 100% of your money.Stop to miss the dates with hot girls
because you texted them wrong. Grab this ultimate texting guide now and drive your sex life to
absolutely new astonishing level.Just Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button.Tags:
texting, text a girl, texting women, texting attraction, texting girls, dating advice, dating guide, dating
for men, sex message, texting for men, texting tricks, how to text girls, how to text her, pick up girls
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Felicia Vine has created a fun, practical and incisive guide to turning what I've always viewed as an
essentially anti-social activity--texting--into a flirtatious tool to help shape even the most awkward of
us men into irresistible chick magnets. I mean, let's face it, guys: Who better than a thoughtful,
intelligent, creative woman to provide us with insights into how best to behave when we're on the
prowl--and even afterward, in the most secure of long-term relationships. I really enjoyed this read.
It's quick-witted, well written and had me grinning in a dozen different places. The author even
manages to address my very real concern about this new texting generation--the tragic loss of the
ability to have an actual conversation with a fellow human being, not to mention how rude it can be
when you're trying to spend quality time with someone who's constantly clicking away at their
phone--by reminding us that texting, in the context of wooing a mate, must at some critical point give
way to the ability to be just as witty, charming and engaging in person. Well, done, Felicia.

Wow! There are many things, I mean, a lot of things that we cannot say while texting. This book is
very helpful not only for having sex, for our lady friends, in another case our girlfriends. Felicia Vine
did a great job here, she obviously has so much experience in this types of cases.

I can recommend this book for anyone who wishes to take up the "sexting game". Felicia not only
gives examples of what and in which order to text, she also does a good job explaining the theory
behind it; being able to do so by applying a no-nonsense pragmatically approach that she's proven
works.

I learned the most effective way to grab a womanâ€™s attention is to make her feel good through
your great sense of humor and funny antics and stories. Laughter opens her up and assists with her

dropping the defense walls and letting you in. These simple and short phrases are not too romantic
but suggest that you are deeper than you appear and yet not too pushy. These statements should
get her to respond in ways that make her want to spend more time with you.

The book is simply offering to the men, the ways and the things that will make them confident in
interacting with women, social skills and the information that will expose you to some of the
psychological aspects and believes of women. The only thing i would criticize is that only one style
of texting is discussed, it would be nice to see some alternatives as well and some discussions of
the pros and cons of different methods. Worth reading for all!

I learned the best texting advice that I've read in a long time. This book offered simple yet proven
tips on texting. I couldn't help but think of the past, and think of all the mistakes I made while
chatting with men. This book can lead you from text to sex. Great read and invaluable!

I actually enjoyed reading this book because the subject was light and the writing was fairly simple
to understand. More importantly, it gives sound advice on how to text properly. Some people are
turned off by texting, but this book explains the benefits of texting and how it can be a time-saver if
done in the proper manner. The book does not only discuss texting, but it also encourages the
direct mode of conversation which should be the fruit of texting. I agree with the author that
communication is not through texting alone, but relationships are maintained by moving onto the
next level mode. I am passing on this book to my son because I know he can learn some good
habits from it.

Oh, I didn't even know that there are such books! I guess guys it would be easier to meet girls if
they read this book. Unfortunately, how to talk to girls is not taught in school. And the guys don't
know how to behave, often talking nonsense, etc. Because, guys, be sure to read this book.
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